HAND
PROTECTION

COMFORTABLE &
HARDWEARING
We hold a range of gloves
that will provide you with
protection from a variety
of hazards, in stock and
available for rapid delivery

For guidance on what
product you need to offer
optimum protection, see
our specification chart.
See page 64
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Hands are vulnerable to all sorts of hazards in the working environment. Increasingly gloves are being fitted
to the environment that they are being used in to allow the wearer comfort and protection.

BE SURE
TO CHOOSE
THE RIGHT
GLOVES

If gloves are poorly maintained they will offer less effective protection from the environment they are being
worn in. It is important to check the hand protection that you are using before every wear.
Ref.

Icon

Description

EN 388

This standard applies to all kinds of protective gloves giving protection from mechanical risks, in respect of physical problems
caused by abrasion, blade cut, puncture, tearing or impact cut. This standard also covers risk of electrostatic discharge.

EN 374

This standard specifies the capability of gloves to protect the user against chemicals and/or microorganisms.

Thermal Hazards EN 407

Performance Level

Burning behaviour

0-4

Contact heat

0-4

Convective heat

0-4

Radiant heat

0-4

Small splashes of molten metal

0-4

Large splashes of molten metal

0-4

Mechanical Hazards EN 388

EN 511

This standard applies to gloves which protect the hands against convective and contact cold.

EN 407

This standard specifies thermal performance for protective gloves against heat and/or fire.

EN 659

This standard defines performance requirements for gloves designed to protect fire fighters against heat and flames.

Performance Level

Abrasion resistance

0-4

Blade cut resistance

0-5

Tear resistance

0-4

Puncture resistance

0-4

EN 511:Cold

Performance Level

Convective cold

0-4

Contact cold

0-4

Water proofness

0-1

EN 407 Contact Temperature Threshold Time
EN 421

This standard lays down test methods and performance criteria for gloves offering protection against ionising radiation and
radioactive contamination.

EN 455

Medical gloves for single use. If a glove is to be used for food handling, it is required to carry either the words 'for food use' or
this symbol.

Please note specifications stated are valid at time of print and may be subject to change
Please note welding gauntlets are not suitable for foundry work and handling molten metals
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Performance Level

T°C

Seconds

1

100

>15

2

250

>15

3

350

>15

4

500

>15
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Designed for light and delicate applications in dry environments
that require maximal levels of dexterity. Like a second skin, they
offer comfortable, exact handling of small objects. They also ensure
product protection from glove-generated debris and cross-product
contamination.

General Handling

11-800 HYFLEX FOAM

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

A highly versatile solution for precision assembly and general handling, it
provides the perfect balance between comfort, dexterity and protection.

1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs
3131

Advanced Knitting Technology allows increased stretch and flexibility in
high-stress areas: the hand operates more freely, improving comfort and
reducing hand fatigue.

General Handling
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

BEST
SELLER

Product Code: 0111-600

11-616 HYFLEX
Designed for a wide range of lightweight applications in dry or slightly
oily environments, ideal for workers who need a higher level of fit, touch
and precision than that offered by their current gloves.

General Handling
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

Also ideal for applications where cotton gloves or no gloves at all are
used despite the risk of scrapes, blisters and minor injuries.

Product Code: 0111-800

27-600 HYCRON

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

2121

Three times more durable than heavy-duty leather. Unique Ansell nitrile
formulation. Offers superior resistance to sharp and abrasive materials.
Stronger and more flexible than PVC. Also provides an excellent barrier to
grease and oil, and does not degrade like leather or cotton. Made without
silicone. Guaranteed clean for metals and motor manufacture. Wide
selection of styles, lengths and sizes.

General Handling
8, 9, 10, 11
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

Product Code: 0111-616

11-618 HYFLEX ULTRA LITE
Designed for a wide range of lightweight applications in dry or slightly
oily environments, ideal for workers who need a higher level of touch and
precision than that offered by their current gloves.
Also ideal for applications where cotton gloves or no gloves at all are
used despite the risk of scrapes, blisters and minor injuries.

General Handling
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

3121

Product Code: 0111-618
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4221

Product Code: 0127-600

27-602 HYCRON

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

3131

Three times more durable than heavy-duty leather. Unique Ansell nitrile
formulation. Offers superior resistance to sharp and abrasive materials.
Stronger and more flexible than PVC. Also provides an excellent barrier to
grease and oil, and does not degrade like leather or cotton. Made without
silicone. Guaranteed clean for metals and motor manufacture. Wide
selection of styles, lengths and sizes.

General Handling
8, 9, 10
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

4221

Product Code: 0127-602

HAND PROTECTION

11-600 HYFLEX LITE
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Special nitrile formulation unites excellent resistance to abrasion with
remarkable flexibility. Liquid-repellent impregnation repels oil, grease
and dirt. Wide selection of styles, lengths and sizes.

General Handling

47-402 HYLITE

7, 8, 9, 10
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

3111

A versatile alternative to cotton, light leather and PVC. Special nitrile
formulation provides an excellent combination of flexibility, mechanical
resistance and oil repellency. Natural hand shape - easier to wear for long
periods. Available in a wide range of styles, lengths and sizes.
Silicone-free. Ensures cleanliness of metal sheets: important in steel and
motor industries.

General Handling
7, 8, 9, 10
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

Product Code: 0132-105

Product Code: 0147-402

47-200 EASY FLEX

General Handling

48-100 SENSILITE

The coolness and comfort of cotton - but with far superior grip. Makes
it easier and safer to handle smooth objects like boxes or appliances.
Coating only on fingers and palm. Protects the working area, but leaves
the back of the hand free to breathe. Much better resistance to snags,
puncture and abrasion. Nitrile coating repels oil and grease. Lasts five
times longer than an ordinary cotton glove.

6 1/2, 7, 8, 9, 10

Ansell’s SensiLite® range of industrial gloves is designed for light
applications that require good levels of comfort and abrasion resistance.
Offering precise handling of small objects in dry or light oily environments,
SensiLite® is the practical choice when you are looking for dexterity.
SensiLite® provides enhanced safety, dexterity and durability compared to
other glove options often used in the same applications.

1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

2111

General Handling
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

Product Code: 0147-200

47-400 HYLITE

General Handling

A versatile alternative to cotton, light leather and PVC. Special nitrile
formulation provides an excellent combination of flexibility, mechanical
resistance and oil repellency. Natural hand shape - easier to wear for
long periods. Available in a wide range of styles, lengths and sizes.
Silicone-free. Ensures cleanliness of metal sheets: important in steel
and motor industries.

7, 8, 8 1/2, 9, 10
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

Product Code: 0147-400
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4131

Product Code: 0148-100

76-200 STRINGKNIT

3111

3111

Can be worn on their own or as liners. Good value product protection. No
seams to rub or irritate. Permits a longer, more comfortable wear, with no
weak points which might split or fray. Stringknit construction allows good
air flow to the hand. Hands don’t become hot and sweaty. Ambidextrous.
No need to pair, therefore more economical. All styles washable at 40°C.
Will not shrink, stiffen or lose their shape. 76-200 and 76-202: nylon
versions, softer, more comfortable, flexible and low lint.

General Handling
7, 8, 9, 10
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs
More hygienic
for the wearer.
Better value for
the provider.

214X

Product Code: 0176-200

HAND PROTECTION

32-105 HYNIT
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The special formulation of the polyurethane coating gives the gloves
ﬂexibility and ﬁt, as well as a secure grip on dry to slightly oily pieces for
sure handling in a wide range of environments. The liner is made with
a yarn structure containing Dyneema®, the world’s strongest ﬁber™. It
therefore offers strong cut resistance for the safe handling and assembly
of sharp pieces.

Cut Protection

70-225

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

4342

Product Code: 0111-624

11-630 HYFLEX
The liners of the gloves have a yarn structure that contains an optimal
rate of HPPE. This offers high levels of cut resistance, for a safe use
in controlling, handling and assembly applications involving contacts
with sharp pieces. The specific formulation of the polyurethane dipping
provides a secure grip on dry or slightly oily pieces. The PU formulation
also increases abrasion resistance on the gloves’ work surface.

7, 8, 9, 10
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

Cost effectiveness.

Cut Protection
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

Comfort and sure grip. Constructed from high-tech Kevlar®
para-aramid short fibres, the gloves give improved sensitivity
and fit. The seamless construction avoids irritation and the use of
short fibres offers extra comfort. In addition the PVC dots on both
sides of the glove provide sure/extra grip (specific models, see
specifications). Exceptional cut resistance with dexterity. The 100%
Dupont Kevlar® construction offers a very high cut resistance
to weight ratio. The use of Terry loop technique enhances heat
insulation. The resulting thicker-walled glove offers high shock
absorption without losing dexterity.

Cut Protection

4443

Thanks to the Neptune® coating the gloves’ fibres repel liquids,
avoiding damage to the Kevlar® strands and extending glove life.
The reinforced thumb welt increases abrasion resistance also adding
to glove durability. The ambidextrous gloves are fully washable and
can be re-used many times.

254X

X1XXXX

Product Code: 0111-630

70-205 KEVLAR
Designed to provide superior mechanical strength in light to heavy-duty
handling and production applications. In addition to the very high cut
resistance that comes from Kevlar® reinforcement, it offers enhanced
comfort and dexterity for your workforce. Thanks to the Neptune®
coating the glove fibres repel liquids, avoiding damage to the Kevlar®
strands and extending glove life. The reinforced thumb welt increases
abrasion resistance also adding to glove durability.
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Cut Protection
7, 8, 9, 10
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

134X

X1XXXX

Product Code: 0170-205

Product Code: 0170-225

11-920 HYFLEX
Microscopic channels in the glove coating guide away the oil, resulting
in a secure glove-to-surface contact. This allows the wearer to handle
small and medium-sized components lightly coated with oil or lubricant
in all confidence. Protects skin from oil contamination. Incorporating
all the essential features of the Ansell HyFlex® range, users appreciate
the outstanding fit, comfort and dryness, as well as the glove’s excellent
dexterity and tactility.

Oil Protection
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, & 11
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs
Patented
Ansell Grip
Technology™

3131

Product Code: 0111-920

HAND PROTECTION

11-624 HYFLEX
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37-185

3121

One of the only gloves suitable for handling strong organic solvents.
Virtually inert in aromatic and chlorinated solvents. Comfortable
anatomical glove with pre-curved fingers and winged thumb. Easier to
manipulate and less tiring to wear. Soft two-piece knitted liner. Cushions
the hand and absorbs perspiration.

Chemical Protection
AQL 1.0 (EN374)

BCD

9, 10
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 1 pair

Product Code: 0115-554

87-190 YELLOW ECONOHANDS
Specially treated to reduce the risk of allergic reactions. Thickness of
0.35 mm. Provides outstanding sensitivity. Minimal risk only. Excellent
price/quality ratio.

GREEN SOLVEX
Available in a wide selection of lengths, thicknesses, sizes and
linings, Ansell Sol-Vex® nitrile gloves are designed to deliver
optimal results in wet or dry work environments where chemical
resistance is crucial. Fully reusable, with an unequalled abrasion
resistance, it provides superb comfort for the wearer.
Sol-Vex® nitrile gloves are the ideal choice for safe handling
in a wide range of work environments where harsh chemicals
are present.

Chemical Protection
AQL 0.65 (EN374)
7, 8, 9, 10, 11
Length = 455mm
Thickness = 0.56mm
1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 1 pair
Product Code: 0137-185

37-655

Chemical Protection

The unlined version of the glove has no inner cotton flocking,
reducing risk of lint contamination and making it ideal for
production areas sensitive to the introduction of external impurities.

AQL 1.5 (EN374)

The reversed lozenge finish further enhances levels of grip.

AQL 0.65 (EN374)

S/M/L/XL

The sandpatch finish gives the gloves a smooth surface that
decreases indirect costs thanks to fewer rejects of fragile parts.

7, 8, 9, 10, 11
Length = 330mm
Thickness = 0.38mm

1 bag = 1 pair,
1 master bag = 12 bags,
1 case = 12 master bags
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AKL

37-675

4101

AQL 0.65 (EN374)
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
Length = 330mm
Thickness = 0.38mm

6 1/2-7, 7 1/2-8, 8 1/2-9,
9 1/2-10, 10 1/2-11
1 bag = 1 pair,
1 master bag = 12 bags,
1 case = 12 master bags

Product Code: 0137-655

Chemical Protection

Chemical Protection
AQL 0.65 (EN374)

JKL

1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs

X121

50% thicker than standard flock lined gloves. Extremely high resistance
to many ketones, salts, detergents, alcohols, alkalies and fats. 100%
natural rubber with no fillers. Excellent resistance to mechanical hazards
plus increased chemical protection. Chlorinated. For better grip and
increased chemical resistance. 100% cotton flock lining makes a heavy
glove softer and more comfortable to wear. Helps absorb perspiration.

4101

Chemical Protection

Product Code: 0187-190

87-950 EXTRA BLACK LATEX

AKL

1x case = 12 packs,
1x pack = 12 pairs
Product Code: 0187-950

Product Code: 0137-675

HAND PROTECTION

15-554 PVA

4102
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TOUCHNTUFF 92-670

Chemical and Liquid
Protection

HYFLEX 11-518

Made from an innovative nitrile compound which offers outstanding
chemical and mechanical properties, comfort and dexterity. Three times
the puncture resistance of latex or PVC disposable. Powder-free. No
risk of contaminating food with corn starch used to powder gloves.
Textured finish on fingertips. Improved grip. Rolled cuff. Provides added
protection at wrist and ensures a secure fit.

6 1/2-7, 7 1/2-8, 8 1/2-9,
9 1/2-10

Therm-A-Knit® gloves dry faster than cotton. Efficiently eliminates
moisture from the skin, thus ensuring the wearer’s warmth and comfort.
Special hollow-core fibres. Provides the best thermal insulation barrier
between the skin and surrounding environment. No seams to rub or chafe.
Designed to avoid any discomfort or skin irritation. Washable at maximum
40°C. More hygienic for the wearer. Ambidextrous to fit either hand.

1x case = 10 boxes,
1x box = 100 pairs

3131

Mechanical Protection
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1x carton = 12 bags,
1x bag = 12 pairs

Product Code: 0192-670

3331

Product Code: 0111-518

4101

Designed to deliver optimal results in wet or dry work environments
where chemical resistance is crucial. Fully reusable, with an unequalled
abrasion resistance, it provides superb comfort for the wearer. The
reversed lozenge finish further enhances levels of grip. Sol-Vex® 37-695
gloves have a longer length (38 cm) than standard, extending protection
further to the wrist and lower forearm area.

Chemical and Liquid
Protection

THERM-A-KNIT
Made from an innovative nitrile compound which offers outstanding
chemical and mechanical properties, comfort and dexterity. Three times
the puncture resistance of latex or PVC disposable. 100% nitrile; no waxes,
silicone or plasticizers. Powder-free. No risk of contaminating food with
corn starch used to powder gloves. Textured finish on fingertips. Rolled
cuff. Provides added protection at wrist and ensures a secure fit.

7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1x carton = 12 bags,
1x bag = 12 pairs

Mechanical Protection
7, 9

314X

1x carton = 12 bags,
1x bag = 12 pairs
X1XXXX

Product Code: 0137-695

Product Code: 0178-101

X010

HYCRON 27-607
Big tough gloves for a rough, tough life: three times more durable than
heavy-duty leather. Unique Ansell nitrile formulation. Offers superior
resistance to sharp and abrasive materials. Stronger and more flexible
than PVC. Also provides excellent barrier to grease and oil, and does not
degrade like leather or cotton. Made without silicone.

Mechanical Protection

VERSATOUCH 87-195

8, 9, 10, 11

Specially treated to reduce the risk of allergic reactions. Thickness of
0.35 mm. Provides outstanding sensitivity. Excellent price/quality ratio.

1x carton = 12 bags,
1x bag = 12 pairs
4221

Product Code: 0127-607
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Product Protection
6 1/2-7, 7 1/2-8, 8 1/2-9,
9 1/2-10
1x carton = 12 bags,
1x bag = 12 pairs

?
Product Code: 0187-195

HAND PROTECTION

SOLVEX 37-695
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42-445

Designed for intermittent handling of hot objects up to 180°C.

Heat Resistant

Provides high resistance to cuts, snags and abrasion. 240 mm

8, 9, 10
Length = 240mm

Enhances grip on dry and oily surfaces.
Comfortable and flexible: sweat absorbent non-woven felt inner.

92-600 TOUCH N TUFF

2241

Further testing of the TouchNTuff® by a certified body on an even
wider range of chemicals confirms that it resists a greater variety of
industrial chemicals for longer periods than any other nitrile
disposable glove.

X2XXXX

1x case = 6 packs,
1x pack = 12 pair
Product Code: 0142-445

AQL 1.5 (EN374)
6 1/2 - 7, 7 1/2 - 8,
8 1/2 - 9, 9 1/2 - 10
1x case = 10 boxes,
1 box = 100 gloves

It contains no natural rubber proteins, which means no risk of Type I
allergies for the wearer. Primary skin irritation studies and Insult Patch
tests have also shown no evidence of risk from irritation or allergic
contact dermatitis.

42-474

With a unique “Thin Nitrile Technology” formulation, these gloves offer
easy donning and strong grip in wet or dry conditions.

Heat Resistant
8, 9, 10
1x case = 6 packs,
1x pack = 12 pair

Manufactured from nitrile, TouchNTuff® offers up to four times the
puncture resistance of comparable natural-latex gloves, and three
times the resistance of similar neoprene gloves.

Disposables

The glove is highly versatile and suitable for many different uses.

?

2121

Product Code: 0142-474

92-500 TOUCH N TUFF
Three times the puncture resistance of latex or PVC disposables.
Thin Nitrile Technology produces a remarkable film of only 0.12 mm
thick. Unparalleled comfort and sensitivity, yet this super-light film is
surprisingly strong. 100% nitrile; no waxes, silicone or plasticizers.
Rolled cuff. Provides added protection at wrist and ensures a secure fit.
Light and comfortable for wearing as a liner. Double donning is the safest
practice when handling very dangerous materials.
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Disposables

SOLO ULTRA 999

AQL 1.5 (EN374)
6 1/2-7, 7 1/2-8,
8 1/2-9, 9 1/2-10
1x case = 100 boxes,
1 box = 100 gloves

Product Code: 0192-600

?
Product Code: 0192-500

Excellent mechanical resistance, ideal in oily environments. Excellent
dexterity thanks to reduced material thickness. Easy to put on and to take
off. Recommended for persons sensitized to natural rubber proteins.
29.5 cm in length, 0.1 mm thickness.

Disposables
6, 7, 8, 9
100 gloves/box
- 1000 gloves/carton

?
Product Code: 01MM999

HAND PROTECTION

CRUSADER FLEX
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DEXTRAM 375
Appropriate protection for all types of light handling activities.
Exceptionally comfortable lining: no seams on the working surfaces.
Good abrasion resistance. Protection against humidity, oil and grease
splashes. Nitrile, 28 cm in length, scalloped cuff.

Handling Protection

ULTRANE GRIP & PROOF 525

6, 7, 8, 9
1 pair/bag - 5 pairs/box
- 50 pairs/carton

3111

Specific features: The right compromise: last longer than precision work gloves,
yet offer better comfort and dexterity than heavy-duty gloves.

Oilproof on palm and knuckle, they repel oil penetration and reduce
dermatitis. Grip and Proof coating ensures an excellent grip in oily
environments. Also reduce muscle strain and boost productivity.
23-28 cm in length, knitted wrist. Long lasting and cost-effective gloves:
washable and no need to change as often as oilproof.

Handling Protection
7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1 pair/bag - 12 pairs/bag
- 96 pairs/carton

Product Code: 0111M375

TITANLITE 397
Excellent comfort, due to the thickness of the cotton lining and the
ventilated back. Freedom of movement: dexterity and flexibility, due to
the close fit to the hand. Excellent service life: good abrasion resistance.
Nitrile, 27-31 cm in length, 1 mm thick.

Handling Protection
1 pairs/bag - 10 pairs/bag
- 100 pairs/carton

Product Code: 0111M525

ULTRANE GRIP & PROOF 526

6, 7, 8, 9, 10

4121

4121
ISO 13997:
3.4 N (327 g)

Oilproof, fully dipped, they repel oil penetration and reduce dermatitis. Grip
and Proof coating ensures an excellent grip in very oily environments. Also
reduce muscle strain and boost productivity. 23-28 cm in length, knitted
wrist. Long lasting and cost-effective gloves: washable, no need to change
as often as oilproof.

Handling Protection
7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1 pair/bag - 12 pairs/bag
- 96 pairs/carton

4121
ISO 13997:
3.4 N (327 g)

Special features: Fully dipped gloves for a better skin protection.

ULTRANE GRIP & PROOF 500
Oilproof, it repels oil penetration and reduce dermatitis. Nitrile Grip
and Proof coating, which ensures excellent abrasion resistance and an
excellent grip in oily environment. It also reduces muscle strain and
boosts productivity. Long lasting and cost-effective gloves, 23-28 cm in
length, knitted wrist.

Handling Protection

ULTRANE 551

7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1 pair/bag - 12 pairs/bag
- 96 pairs/carton

4121
ISO 13997:
3.4 N (327 g)

Product Code: 0111M500
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Product Code: 0111M526

Unbeatable for fingertip precision. Excellent abrasion resistance: longer
lasting. Excellent tactile sensitivity, due to reduced glove thickness.
Absorption of perspiration ensured by the cellular structure of the
polyurethane. Added comfort, due to the seamless knit lining. Polyurethane
foam, 21-27 cm in length, knitted wrist.

Handling Protection
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
10 pairs/bag
- 100 pairs/carton

4131

Product Code: 0111M551

HAND PROTECTION

Product Code: 0111M397
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Best cut protective gloves for heavy duty work in oily environments.
24-28 cm in length. Excellent grip for a better productivity. Excellent
durability under intense mechanical constraints. Skin protected on palm
and knuckle in oily/wet conditions. Large safety cuff, easy to put on
and remove - reduction of RSI (musculoskeletal symptons) risks, good
perspiration management.

Cut Protection
8, 9, 10
1 pair/bag - 6 pairs/bag
- 48 pairs/carton

4344
ISO 13997:
10.7 N (1043 g)
X1XXXX

KRYTECH 579
Standard protection for intricate handling in reasonably clean
environments. Suitable for long-term wear: excellent abrasion resistance.
Excellent dexterity: anatomical shape. Ergonomic to reduce fatigue in the
hand. Excellent tactile sensitivity due to the gloves’ reduced thickness.
Polyurethane, 22-27 cm in length, knitted wrist.

Cut Protection
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1 pair/bag - 12 pairs/bag
- 96 pairs/carton

Product Code: 0111M380

KRYTECH ARM 532
An ultra comfortable and ultra practical protection. 45 cm in length. An
ultra thin thumb hole area: for better comfort, increased safety and for a
maintained dexterity. Adjustment thanks to a magic tape. Performance of
the sleeves guaranteed up to 5 cleaning cycles.

Cut Protection

Product Code: 0111M579

KRYNIT GRIP AND PROOF 580

6 pairs/bag - 72 pairs/carton

334X
ISO 13997:
7.6 N (731 g)

It repels oil penetration, reduces dermatitis while ensuring cut protection.
Nitrile Grip and Proof coating, which ensures an excellent grip in oily
environments, also reduces muscle fatigue and boosts your productivity.
Long lasting and cost effective: washable, performance guaranteed after
5 cleaning cycles. No need to change as often as oilproof. 23-28 cm in
length, knitted wrist.

Cut Protection
7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1 pair/bag - 12 pairs/bag
- 48 pairs/carton

Product Code: 0111M532

KRYTECH ARM 538
An ultra comfortable and ultra practical protection. An ultra thin thumb
hole area for better comfort, increased safety and for a maintained
dexterity. Adjustment thanks to a magic tape. Performance of the sleeves
guaranteed up to 5 cleaning cycles.

Cut Protection

454X
ISO 13997:
19.6 N (1897 g)

Product Code: 0111M538
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4343
ISO 13997:
7 N (671 g)

Product Code: 0111M580

KRYNIT 582

6 pair/bag - 48 pairs/carton

4343
ISO 13997:
5.2 N (530 g)

Nitrile Grip and Proof coating for a better liquid proofness and good grip
to oily contact. Optimal cut resistance: level 5. Excellent resistance to
abrasion: Better lifetime. A visible indicator in blue textile to easily identify
the cut-performance level in the workplace. Performance of the gloves
guaranteed after 5 cleaning cycles in washing machine. 23-28 cm in
length, knitted wrist.

Cut Protection
7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1 pair/bag - 12 pairs/bag
- 48 pairs/carton

4543

Product Code: 0111M582

HAND PROTECTION

KRONIT GRIP & PROOF 380
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High-performance protection for intricate handling in reasonably clean
environments. Optimal cut resistance, level 5. A visible indicator in blue
textile to easily identify the cut-performance level in the workplace.
Performance of the gloves guaranteed after 3 cleaning cycles in washing
machine.

Cut Protection
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1 pair/bag - 12 pairs/bag
- 48 pairs/carton

Special features: Uses HDPE fibres ensuring excellent cut resistance with reduced
thickness for good dexterity.

KRYNIT GRIP AND PROOF 599
It repels oil penetration, reduces dermatitis while ensuring cut
protection. Nitrile Grip and Proof coating, which ensures an excellent
grip in oily environments. It also reduces muscle fatigue and boosts your
productivity. Long lasting and cost-effective: washable, performance
guaranteed after 5 cleaning cycles. No need to change as often as
oilproof. 23-28 cm in length, knitted wrist.

KROTECH FOOD 828

4543
ISO 13997:
18 N (1835 g)

Increased protection against cuts for the food industry. Very high
protection against cuts due to the Spectra® seamless knit support.
Washable for longer service life. Can be used as an underglove. Seamless
construction for higher comfort. Ambidextrous design: practical and
economical. 27-33 cm in length, knitted wrist.

Cut Protection
7, 8, 9, 10
1 glove/bag
- 10 gloves/carton

Product Code: 0111M586

Cut Protection
8, 9, 10, 11
1 pair/bag - 12 pairs/bag
- 48 pairs/carton
Cut and
oilproof up
to knuckle.

4543
ISO 13997:
7 N (671 g)

254X
ISO 13997:
14.1 N (1437 g)

Product Code: 0111M828

KROFLEX 840

Cut Protection

High protection for handling heavy or sharp objects in wet environments.
Highest protection level against cuts. Good thermal insulation of the hand.
Good grip for picking up parts safely, due to embossed texture. Good
puncture-resistance. 23-28 cm in length, knitted wrist.

1 pair/bag - 12 pairs/box
- 72 pairs/carton

7, 8, 9, 10

Product Code: 0111M599

3543
ISO 13997:
20.4 N (2080 g)
X2XXXX

Product Code: 0111M840

3141

KRYNIT GRIP AND PROOF 600
It repels oil penetration, reduces dermatitis while ensuring cut
protection. Nitrile Grip and Proof coating, which ensures an excellent
grip in oily environments. Excellent abrasion resistance due to nitrile
coating. Unbeatable fingertip. Long lasting and cost-effective: washable,
performance guaranteed after 5 cleaning cycles.

Cut Protection

JERSETTE 301

7, 8, 9, 10
1 pair/bag - 12 pairs/bag
- 48 pairs/carton

4343
ISO 13997:
7 N (671 g)

Maximum comfort for long-term work in aggressive environments.
Freedom of movement, due to the anatomical shape and excellent comfort
from the seamless textile support. Good tear-resistance. Good resistance
to many diluted acids and bases. Natural latex, 29-33 cm in length,
1.15 mm thick. Scalloped cuff.

Liquidproof Protection
6, 7, 8, 9, 10
1 pair/bag - 5 pairs/bag
- 50 pairs/carton

X1XXXX

?

Specific features: Fully dipped for a better skin protection.

Product Code: 0111M600
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Product Code: 0111M301

HAND PROTECTION

KRYTECH 586

83

4131

Comfort and safety when gripping heavy, rough or slippery objects in
highly aggressive environments. Suitable for long-term wear, due to
the comfort of a textile support and good thermal insulation. Optimised
service life: high resistance to abrasion. Natural latex, 32 cm in length.

Liquidproof Protection
7, 8, 9, 10

TRIDENT 285

X2XXXX

1 pair/bag - 5 pairs/bag
- 50 pairs/carton

?

Good mechanical performance for long-lasting chemical protection.
Longer service life and good impact protection, due to the thickness
of the material. Forearm protection. Natural latex 60 cm gloves, 1 mm
thick. Rolled cuff.

Chemical Protection
8, 9, 10
1 pair/bag - 30 pairs/carton

Product Code: 0111M321

Product Code: 0111M285

2120

HARPON 326
Comfort and safety when gripping heavy, rough or slippery objects in
the food industry. Suitable for long-term wear, due to the comfort of a
textile support and good thermal insulation. Optimised service life: high
resistance to abrasion. Reinforced grip for better handling. Natural latex,
32 cm in length, scalloped cuff.

2011

Liquidproof Protection

TECHNI-MIX 415

7, 8, 9, 10
1 pair/bag - 10 pairs/bag
- 100 pairs/carton

ABKL

?

Fine touch for light chemical protection. Tactile sensitivity, due to the
gloves’ reduced thickness. Comfort and perspiration absorption, due
to the cotton flock lining. Good grip, due to the non-slip embossing.
Neoprene and natural latex, 32 cm in length, 0.8 mm thick.

Chemical Protection
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

AKL

1 pair/bag - 10 pairs/bag
- 100 pairs/carton

Product Code: 0111M326

Product Code: 0111M415

4101

DUO-MIX 405
Tactile sensitivity, due to the gloves’ reduced thickness. Comfort and
perspiration absorption, due to the cotton flock lining. Good grip, due to
the non-slip embossing. Neoprene and natural latex, 33 cm in length,
0.7 mm thick.

Liquidproof Protection

ULTRANITRIL 491

6, 7, 8, 9, 10
1 pair/bag - 50 pairs/carton
3121

Product Code: 0111M405

84

Good mechanical resistance and long-lasting chemical protection.
Dexterity and comfort, due to the anatomical shape and the quality of
the flock lining. Longer service life: excellent mechanical resistance
(abrasion, perforation). Nitrile, 37 cm in length, 0.38 mm thickness,
straight cuff.

Chemical Protection
6, 7, 8, 9, 10

AJKL

10 pair/bag
- 50 pairs/carton

Product Code: 0111M491

HAND PROTECTION

HARPON 321

2131
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4101

Good mechanical resistance and long-lasting chemical protection.
Dexterity and comfort, due to the anatomical shape and the quality of
the flock lining. Longer service life: excellent mechanical resistance
(abrasion, perforation). Nitrile, 32 cm in length, 0.38 mm thickness,
straight cuff.

Chemical Protection
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

TEMP-DEX 710
AJKL

1 pair/bag - 10 pairs/bag
- 100 pairs/carton

High dexterity and thermal protection. Thin, anatomically-shaped
gloves ensure dexterity. Excellent abrasion resistance: longer
lasting. Special nitrile grip coating facilitates work in moderately oily
environments. 24-28 cm in length, knitted wrist.

Thermal Protection
7, 9, 11
1 pair/bag - 10 pairs/bag
- 50 pairs/carton
X1XXXX

Specific features: Dot embossing for better insulation and better grip.

Product Code: 0111M492

TEMP-ICE 700
Reinforced durability to push the limits of cold. Coating 5 times as
durable than standard gloves on the market. Excellent grip when
handling wet parts. Stay dry when working in wet conditions.
Washable performance guaranteed after 5 cleaning cycles. Suitable
for frozen, dry and some fatty foods use according to the French law
of November 9th, 1994, and to European Directive CEE 1935/2004.

4111

Thermal Protection

Product Code: 0111M710

TEMP-DEX PLUS 720

7, 8, 9, 10

Dexterity and resistance to cuts for optimised thermal protection.
Special nitrile grip coating facilitates work in moderately oily
environments. Knitted aramide fibres ensure protection from cuts.
Comfort and insulation of the interior terry cloth. Excellent abrasion
resistance: superior durability.

1 pair/bag - 12 pairs/bag
- 72 pairs/carton

Thermal Protection
7, 9, 11
1 pair/bag - 12 /bag
- 72 pairs/carton

4343
ISO 13997:
N (970 g)
X2XXXX

Specific features: Dot embossing for better insulation and better grip.

Product Code: 0111M720

Specific features: Warm thanks to the insulated liner, Temp-Ice 700 are the best
gloves in class to work in cold environments down to -10°C while maintaining
comfort, dexterity and flexibility.

4221

TEMP-SEA 770

3222

Thermal insulation 100% liquidproof to protect from extreme contact
cold. PVC specially designed for use in extreme cold (-30°C), whilst
preserving the flexibility of the gloves. Good resistance to oils, greases
and hydrocarbons. 30 cm in length, straight cuff.
Specific features: Acrylic fleece lining for excellent thermal insulation, and
greater comfort.

Product Code: 0111M700

86

Thermal Protection
9, 10
1 pair/bag
- 48 pairs/carton

?
Product Code: 0111M770

HAND PROTECTION

ULTRANITRIL 492
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2131

3122

REINFORCED PALM
RIGGER GLOVES

COWHIDE RIGGER
GLOVES

Superior Canadian rigger gloves. Grey
split leather palm with black split leather
reinforced patch for extra protection, red
cotton back, rubberised cuff.

Superior Canadian rigger gloves. Soft
grain leather palm, red cotton back,
rubberised cuff.

Size 10 Only

Size 10 Only

1x case = 120 pairs

GREY RIGGER GLOVES

RIGGER GLOVES

Yellow back, rib cuff, lined.

Canadian rigger glove. Grey split
leather palm, striped cotton back,
rubberised cuff.

General Handling
Size 10 Only

General Handling

1x case = 120 pairs

General Handling

General Handling

3212

Size 10 Only
1x case = 120 pairs

1x case = 120 pairs

Product Code: 0111RIGY

Product Code: 0111RIGRP

Product Code: 0111W+GR

Product Code: 0111RIGH

BLACK HIDE
RIGGER GLOVES

GREY SPLIT
RIGGER GLOVES

FURNITURE HIDE
GLOVES

STANDARD RIGGER
GLOVES

Superior Canadian rigger gloves.
Black furniture hide palm, Warrior
stripped cotton back, rubberised cuff.

Superior Canadian rigger gloves.
Grey split leather palm, red cotton
back, rubberised cuff.

Solid furniture hide rigger gloves.
Leather colour may vary.
Minimum risk.

Cow split suede rigger gloves, patch
palm, stripe cotton back and cuff.
Minimum risk.

General Handling

General Handling

General Handling

General Handling

Size 10 Only

Size 10 Only

Size 10 Only

Size 10 Only

1x case = 120 pairs

1x case = 120 pairs

1x case = 120 pairs

1x case = 120 pairs

Product Code: 0111RIGBHR
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Product Code: 0111RIGA

Product Code: 0111RIGF

Product Code: 0111RIGIL

HAND PROTECTION

3112
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2131

1121

3243

BLACK GLOVES

GRIP GLOVES

SUPA GRIP GLOVES

CYCLING GLOVES

Drivers style in synthetic leather palm with
4-way spandex back, breathable, washable,
dextrous and comfortable for extended
wearing with freedom of movement.

Seamless polyester/cotton gloves with
flexible latex coat. Provides excellent grip and
exceptional comfort.

Seamless knitted poly cotton gloves.
Latex grip coating.

Fingerless cycling gloves. Crochet back with
adjustable velcro fastening. Soft leather palm
with reinforced centre.

General Handling

General Handling

General Handling

8, 9, 10, 11

S, M, L, XL

1x case = 120 pairs

General Handling

8, 9, 10, 11, 12

M, L, XL

1x case = 120 pairs

1x case = 200 pairs

1x case = 72 pairs

BEST
SELLER
Product Code: 0111GG

2321

Product Code: 0111SG

Product Code: 0111CG

2121

2132

GREY GLOVES

THERMAL GRIP GLOVES

GREY NITRILE GLOVES

LINED DRIVERS GLOVES*

Synthetic leather palm with 4-way spandex
back, breathable, washable, dextrous and
comfortable. Palm padded with neoprene
foam for shock absorbance and to lessen the
fatigue when using power tools. Elasticised
wrist support with Velcro fastening.

Seamless brushed acrylic gloves with flexible
latex coating. Fleecy lining to keep the hand
warm in cold conditions, provides good grip
in wet and dry conditions and exceptional
comfort. Colours may vary.

Seamless knitted nylon glove with light
porous foam Nitrile coating. Provides
maximum dexterity and excellent grip.

All soft grain leather, red full fleece lining,
hemmed cuff, one piece back with Velcro
tensioner for adjustment.

Thermal Protection

General Handling

7, 8, 9, 10

S, M, L, XL

General Handling

General Handling

7, 8, 9, 10

Size 10 Only

1x case = 120 pairs

1x case = 120 pairs

1x case = 120 pairs

1x case = 72 pairs
Product Code: 0111MG-AV

Product Code: 0111TG

Product Code: 0111WFE

Product Code: 0111DL

HAND PROTECTION

Product Code: 0111MG-BS

*colours may vary
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91

3131

WHITE PU GLOVES

BLACK PU GLOVES

Warrior seamless knitted glove with
lightweight PU grip coating. Provides
maximum dexterity, comfort and grip
in wet and dry conditions.

Warrior seamless knitted glove with
lightweight PU grip coating. Provides
maximum dexterity, comfort and grip
in wet and dry conditions.

114X

KNITTED DOTTED
GLOVES

General Handling

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

General Handling

1x case = 240 pairs

1x case = 240 pairs

7, 8, 9, 10

Seamless knitted glove with Nitrile coating.

General Handling
7, 8, 9, 10
1x case = 240 pairs

1x case = 240 pairs

BEST
SELLER
Product Code: 0111WPW

BLACK NITRILE GLOVES

Polyester/cotton seamless
inspection glove with PVC dot
coating for exceptional grip and
handling ability.

General Handling

Product Code: 0111WP

Product Code: 0111WD

GREY FOAM LINED
GLOVES

Warrior seamless knitted glove with
lightweight PU grip coating. Provides
maximum dexterity, comfort and grip
in wet and dry conditions.

SAND GRIP GLOVE
Cotton supported working glove
providing grip and dexterity in
wet and dry conditions.

Seamless knitted glove with light porous
sponge Nitrile coating. Provides maximum
dexterity in wet and dry conditions,
channelling liquids away to ensure
excellent wet grip.

General Handling
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

General Handling
M, L, XL
1x case = 240 pairs

General Handling

1x case = 240 pairs

Product Code: 0111WN

3131

3131

GREY PU GLOVES

4121

7, 8, 9, 10
1x case = 240 pairs
Product Code: 0111WPG
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Product Code: 0111WF

Product Code: 0111CSW

HAND PROTECTION

3131

93

3144

SUPA RED LEATHER
WELDING GAUNTLETS

BLUE LEATHER
WELDING GAUNTLETS

Red full split leather welding gauntlets.
Fully lined and welted, one piece back,
hemmed cuff.

Blue full split leather welding gauntlets.
Fully lined and welted, one piece back,
hemmed cuff.

General Handling

General Handling

Size 10 Only

Size 10 Only

1x case = 60 pairs

1x case = 60 pairs

Product Code: 0111WRSC

4243

YELLOW GAUNTLETS

MORDANT TIG GLOVES

Yellow cowsplit leather gauntlets, fully lined.
Kevlar stitch, length 15”.

Mordant/Tig welding gauntlets. Grey soft
grain leather palm and back, split leather cuff.

General Handling

General Handling

Size 10 Only

Size 10 Only

1x case = 60 pairs

1x case = 60 pairs

Product Code: 0111WBL2

Product Code: 0111W+YW

4144

Product Code: 0111WT

4243

RED PATCHPALM
WELDERS GAUNTLETS

BLUE GAUNTLETS
Blue cowsplit leather gauntlets, fully lined.

YELLOW CRISS CROSS
GLOVES

Red welders’ gauntlets with reinforced palm.

Kevlar stitch, length 15”.

Yellow criss cross gloves. Minimum risk.

General Handling

General Handling

General Handling

Size 10 Only

Size 10 Only

Size 10 Only

1x case = 60 pairs

1x case = 60 pairs

1x case = 144 pairs

Product Code: 0111WRSCPP
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2112

Product Code: 0111W+BW

Product Code: 0111YCC

HAND PROTECTION

3144
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3443

4543

ANTI-CUT GLOVES LEVEL 4

ANTI-CUT GLOVES LEVEL 5

Aramid material liner with a flexible latex
coating. Provides excellent grip, protects
against cuts and abrasion, whilst affording
comfort and safe handling.

Anti-cut gloves in elasticized knit, coated palm,
elasticated wrists, special anti-cut threads.
Ultra high molecular weight polythene
fibre shell with dark grey polyurethane
dipped coating. Suitable for managing
sharp objects.

8, 9, 10

Cut Protection

1x case = 120 pairs

Cut Protection

1x case = 120 pairs

One Size

One Size

Product Code: 0111WC+C5

FREEZER GLOVES

Anti-cut gloves in elasticized knit, coated palm,
elasticated wrists, special anti-cut threads. Ultra
high molecular weight polythene fibre shell
with grey polyurethane dipped coating.
Suitable for managing sharp objects.

Synthetic leather palm with 4-way spandex
back, breathable, washable, dextrous and
comfortable for extended wearing with
freedom of movement. Designed for use
in cold conditions, insulated with 3M
thinsulate and meets EN-511.
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Product Code: 0112HRKS18

22” CUT-RESISTANT
SLEEVES
Aramid knit liner of cut-resistant fibre.Available
in numerous lengths, to give you the optimum
balance of dexterity and cut resistance. Comfort
and sure grip. Constructed from
high-tech cut-resistant
para-aramid short fibres.

Thermal Protection

Product Code: 0111WC+C3

Product Code: 0112HRKS14

1121

ANTI-CUT GLOVES LEVEL 3

1x case = 120 pairs

Aramid knit liner of cut-resistant fibre.Available
in numerous lengths, to give you the optimum
balance of dexterity and cut resistance. Comfort
and sure grip. Constructed from
high-tech cut-resistant
para-aramid short fibres.

Cut Protection

4342

7, 8, 9, 10, 11

Aramid knit liner of cut-resistant fibre.Available
in numerous lengths, to give you the optimum
balance of dexterity and cut resistance. Comfort
and sure grip. Constructed from
high-tech cut-resistant
para-aramid short fibres.

7, 8, 9, 10, 11

Product Code: 0111KG

Cut Protection

18” CUT-RESISTANT
SLEEVES

S, M, L, XL

Cut Protection

1x case = 72 pairs

One Size

Product Code: 0111MG-CR

Bespoke sle
eves to me
et your
requiremen
ts in cotton
, terry,
pvc, proban
ised cotton
and
other fabric
s also avail
able.
Product Code: 0112HRKS22

HAND PROTECTION

Cut Protection

14” CUT-RESISTANT
SLEEVES
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3111

Flock lined lightweight natural latex with slip
resistant patterned palm. Minimal risk.

LATEX FULLY COATED
GLOVES

LIGHT WEIGHT NITRILE
GLOVES

HEAVY WEIGHT NITRILE
GLOVES

Fully coated yellow latex gloves, knitted wrist.

Nitrile coated gloves with cotton interlock
knitted liner. Textured surface provides grip
and gives resistance to abrasion and cuts.
Palm coated open back knitted wrist style.

Heavy duty Nitrile coated gloves with cotton
jersey knitted liner. Provides good dry grip
and gives resistance to abrasion, cuts,
punctures, grease and oil. Fully coated
safety cuff style.

General Handling

General Handling

S, M, L, XL

One Size

1x case = 144

1x case = 120 pairs

General Handling

General Handling

7, 8, 9, 10

9, 10

1x case = 120 pairs

Product Code: 0111BH

Product Code: 0111LFC

Product Code: 0111LNOBKW

Product Code: 0111HNFCSC

4111

3111

4111

YELLOW HOUSEHOLD
GLOVES

LIGHT WEIGHT NITRILE
GLOVES

HEAVY WEIGHT NITRILE
GLOVES

HEAVY WEIGHT NITRILE
GLOVES

Flock lined lightweight natural latex with
slip resistant patterned palm. Minimal risk.

Nitrile coated gloves with cotton interlock
knitted liner. Textured surface provides grip
and gives resistance to abrasion and cuts.
Fully coated knitted wrist style.

Heavy duty Nitrile coated gloves with cotton
jersey knitted liner. Provides good dry grip
and gives resistance to abrasion, cuts,
punctures, grease and oil. Fully coated
knitted wrist style.

Heavy duty Nitrile coated gloves with cotton
jersey knitted liner. Provides good dry grip
and gives resistance to abrasion, cuts,
punctures, grease and oil. Palm coated
open back knitted wrist style.

General Handling
S, M, L, XL

General Handling

1x case = 144 pairs

7, 8, 9, 10
1x case = 120 pairs

Product Code: 0111YH
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1x case = 120 pairs

Product Code: 0111LNFCKW

General Handling

General Handling

8, 9, 10

8, 9, 10

1x case = 120 pairs

1x case = 120 pairs
Product Code: 0111HNFCKW

Product Code: 0111HNOBKW

HAND PROTECTION

BLUE HOUSEHOLD GLOVES

4111
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4121

WARRICHEM GREEN
NITRILE GLOVES

11” GREEN
DOUBLE DIPPED

Warrichem flock lined green nitrile gloves
are designed to give the wearer comfort and
good grip in wet or dry working conditions.

Cotton jersey liner with PVC dipped
coating and granular finish on palm.

Chemical Protection
S/M/L/XL
1x case = 114 pairs
1x pack = 12 pairs

14” RED PVC GAUNTLET

18” RED PVC GAUNTLET

Red single dipped. Cotton interlock liner
with PVC dipped coating. Length 35 cm.
Minimal risk.

Red single dipped. Cotton interlock liner
with PVC dipped coating. Length 45 cm.
Minimal risk.

Chemical Protection

Chemical Protection

10

10

10

1x case = 72 pairs

1x case = 120 pairs

1x case = 60 pairs

Product Code: 0111GDDA

3X21

Product Code: 0111RPGI/35

14” GREEN
DOUBLE DIPPED

Warrichem flock lined black
latex gloves are designed to give the
wearer a high resistance to many
workplace chemicals.

Cotton jersey liner with PVC dipped
coating and granular finish on palm.

Product Code: 0111RPGI/45

3111

4121

WARRICHEM BLACK
LATEX GLOVES

S/M/L/XL

3111

Chemical Protection

Product Code: 0111WGN

Chemical Protection

3111

16” RED PVC GAUNTLET

RED PVC GLOVES
KNITTED WRIST

Red single dipped. Cotton interlock liner
with PVC dipped coating. Length 40 cm.
Minimal risk.

Red single dipped. Cotton interlock liner with
PVC dipped coating.

Chemical Protection

Chemical Protection

Chemical Protection

10

10

Sizes 7/8/9/10

1x case = 72 pairs

1x case = 60 pairs

1x case = 120 pairs

1x case = 114 pairs
1x pack = 12 pairs
Product Code: 0111WBL

100

Product Code: 0111GDD1A

Product Code: 0111RPGI/40

Product Code: 0111RPKI

HAND PROTECTION

3XX1
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CLEAR LATEX GLOVES

BLUE NITRILE GLOVES

Can also be used as a glove liner.

Natural rubber ambidextrous gloves with
beaded cuffs. Powdered disposable.

Synthetic rubber ambidextrous gloves with
beaded cuffs, offering better puncture and
abrasion resistance than natural rubber and
vinyl. Powder free.

Disposables

Disposables

One Size Only

S, M, L, XL

1x pack = 10 boxes
1x box = 100 gloves

BLEACHED COTTON
GLOVES

1x pack = 10 boxes
1x box = 100 gloves

Product Code: 0117GL

Disposables

S, M, L, XL

One Size Only

1x pack = 10 boxes
1x box = 100 gloves

Disposables
S, M, L, XL

Product Code: 0117SNDPF

Powder free. Standard surface. Latex free.
Non sterile. Beaded cuff. Ambidextrous.
Food safe.

Product Code: 0117TRIP

Our owners
Lalan Rubb
ers run
and operate
their own ru
plantations
bber
and manufa
cture in the
own plants
ir
a comphreh
ensive rang
of latex, nit
e
rile, and kn
itted gloves.
We can off
er a bespok
e service to
meet your
needs. Plea
se contact
sales office
our
s for more
details.

Disposables
S, M, L, XL
1 x pack = 10 boxes
1 x box = 200 gloves

Product Code: 0111CB

1 x pack = 10 boxes
1 x box = 100 gloves

SOFT TOUCH
POWDERFREE NITRILE

Disposables

1x pack = 10 boxes
1x box = 100 gloves
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S, M, L, XL

CLEAR LATEX GLOVES
POWDER FREE

Minimal risk.

Tri-polymer formula for protection
against chemical splashes. Unique
triple polymer blend for enhanced
comfort and resistance. Optimal
thickness delivering maximum
tactility with superior durability.

Disposables

1x pack = 10 boxes
1x box = 100 gloves

Product Code: 0111SKM

TRIPOLYMER
GLOVES

Product Code: 0117PFL

Product Code: 0117STNPF

HAND PROTECTION

STOCKINETTE GLOVES
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BLUE MEDICAL
GRADE VINYL
POWDERFREE

Clear medical grade vinyl
powder free.

Blue medical grade vinyl
powder free.

Disposables

Disposables

S, M, L, XL

S, M, L, XL

1 x pack = 10 boxes
1 x box = 100 gloves

1 x pack = 10 boxes
1 x box = 100 gloves

Product Code: 0117MGPFV

CLEAR MEDICAL
GRADE VINYL
POWDERED

Medical
Grade

104

Product Code: 0117MGPFBV

BLUE MEDICAL
GRADE VINYL
POWDERED

Clear medical grade vinyl
powdered.

Blue medical grade vinyl
powdered.

Disposables

Disposables

S, M, L, XL

S, M, L, XL

1 x pack = 10 boxes
1 x box = 100 gloves

1 x pack = 10 boxes
1 x box = 100 gloves

Product Code: 0117MGV

Medical
Grade

Medical
Grade

GRIP

NEW

BLACK

ORANGE

Patented Double Sided Grip
improves grip on the outer surface
with the product being handled and
on the inner surface with your hand.
Grip is improved by our unique fish
scale design. Improved wet, dry and
oily grip. Ambidextrous. Made from
extra strong nitrile material.
Contains no latex. Black colour.
Store in a cool dry place. Once
opened keep away from direct
sunlight or artificial lights.
Contains 50 pieces.

Patented Double Sided Grip
improves grip on the outer surface
with the product being handled and
on the inner surface with your hand.
Grip is improved by our unique fish
scale design. Improved wet, dry and
oily grip. Ambidextrous. Made from
extra strong nitrile material.
Contains no latex. Orange colour.
Store in a cool dry place. Once
opened keep away from direct
sunlight or artificial lights.
Contains 50 pieces.

GRIP

Product Code: 01DGFSGGBK24

GRIP

NEW

PRODUCT

GREEN

BLUE

5 gauge spandex liner with green
micro foam latex coating, providing a
soft and extremely comfortable glove
which offers exceptional grip when
precise handling is needed.

Patented Double Sided Grip improves
grip on the outer surface with the
product being handled and on the
inner surface with your hand. Grip
is improved by our unique fish scale
design. Improved wet, dry and oily
grip. Ambidextrous. Made from extra
strong nitrile material. Contains no
latex. Blue colour. Store in a cool dry
place. Once opened keep away from
direct sunlight or artificial lights.
Contains 48 pieces.

7 – 11
CE level: 3131

Product Code: 0117MGBV

GRIP

PRODUCT

Product Code: TBC

NEW

PRODUCT

Product Code: 01DGFSGGOR24

NEW

PRODUCT

Product Code: 01DGFSGGBL30

HAND PROTECTION

CLEAR MEDICAL
GRADE VINYL
POWDERFREE

Medical
Grade
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